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We present Gazture, a light-weight gaze based real-time gesture control system on commercial tablets. Unlike existing

approaches that require dedicated hardware (e.g., high resolution camera), high computation overhead (powerful CPU) or

specific user behavior (keeping head steady), Gazture provides gesture recognition based on easy-to-control user gaze input

with a small overhead. To achieve this goal, Gazture incorporates a two-layer structure: The first layer focuses on real-time

gaze estimation with acceptable tracking accuracy while incurring a small overhead. The second layer implements a robust

gesture recognition algorithm while compensating gaze estimation error. To address user posture change while using mobile

device, we design a online transfer function based method to convert current eye features into corresponding eye features in

reference posture, which then facilitates efficient gaze position estimation. We implement Gazture on Lenovo Tab3 8 Plus

tablet with Android 6.0.1, and evaluate its performance in different scenarios. The evaluation results show that Gazture can

achieve a high accuracy in gesture recognition while incurring a low overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gaze is an attractive and important interaction modality, which provides user an intuitive, hand-free way of

interaction. Gaze information can be utilized in many aspects such as device authentication, game design, device

controlling, user-behavior analysis, etc. For example, user-defined gaze trajectories can be used to unlock mobile

phones, send controlling messages like back to homepage, scrolling the top of a page and so on. Also, knowing the

gaze positions, game designer can improve user experience by increasing the rendering fineness in the region of

interest. Moreover, gaze-based interactions are helpful to users who cannot operate the devices by hands. Recently,

as mobile devices have become one of the most important part in our daily life, gaze interaction techniques on

mobile device has drawn increasing interest. On mobile platforms, gaze tracking techniques [10] [12] [31] [19],
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gaze based interaction such as controlling [25] [30] [8] and gaze based authentication [23] [14] are widely explored

in recent literatures.

Traditionally, gaze tracking and gaze based interaction arewidely explored on desktop computers [17] [11] [22] [6] [29].

For example, [26] uses gaze information for password authentication and [18] tracks gaze for everyday interaction.

Compared with traditional gaze interaction methods running on desktop computers, gaze tracking and interaction

on mobile devices face new challenges. First, unlike desktop platforms, there is no dedicated hardware for gaze

tracking, e.g., no infra-red light sources to enhance the contrast between pupil and iris for fine-grained eye

detection [6] [18] [2]. So, most gaze tracking methods on mobile devices estimate gaze positions from images

captured by front-camera. Second, it is difficult to achieve accurate and fast gaze estimation while incurring a

small overhead (e.g., consuming limited CPU resource). To deal with these difficulties, many existing works either

sacrifices gaze tracking accuracy or the efficiency. Some methods [19] attempts to build an accurate head model

for accurate gaze estimation but with a high overhead. On the other hand, there are also some gaze interaction

techniques with coarse-grained tracking result, e.g., whether a user is looking at the left part or right part of a

device. Last, different users hold the mobile devices with different postures in different scenarios. For example, a

tablet may be placed on a user’s legs or on a desk, leading to different captured eye images by front camera.

In this paper we present Gazture, an efficient and real time gaze based gesture recognition system that can run

on most commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) mobile tablets. Gazture first uses the front camera of mobile tablets to

capture face image of a user. Based on the captured image, Gazture leverages a two-layer structure for gesture

recognition while balancing the accuracy and efficiency. In the first layer, gaze positions are estimated from

images captured by front camera. The main task of this layer is to estimate gaze positions with an acceptable

accuracy while introducing a low processing overhead. Then we use a mapping method to map eye features into

gaze positions based on the collected data and anchor points. To adapt to different postures, we design a transfer

function that converts current eye features to corresponding eye features in reference posture. In the second

layer, we design an effective gesture recognition method by combining different gaze directions. In this layer, we

further reduce the impact of gaze position estimation error for gesture recognition using sequence constraint of

multiple gaze positions.

We implement Gazture on Lenovo Tab3 8 Plus tablet with Android 6.0.1. The implementation has no dedicated

hardware requirement and can be ported to other Android platforms. We evaluate the performance of Gazture

in different scenarios. The evaluation results show that the gaze tracking algorithm in Gazture has an average

tracking accuracy of 1.8-2.40 cm. The average tracking speed is 12.54 fps when the distance between user and

device is 50 cm. The achieved average gesture recognition accuracy is 82.5% at a user-device distance of 50 cm and

75% at a user-device distance of 70 cm. Overall, Gazture only consumes about 8% of the CPU resource according

to the experiment results while providing accurate, real-time gaze based gesture recognition service.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We present Gazture, an efficient and fast gaze based gesture recognition system that can run on most

commercial-off-the-shelf mobile tablets.

• Gazture leverages a two layer design to balance the overhead and accuracy in gesture recognition. Mean-

while, to address user posture changes in real application, Gazture designs a transfer function to map

features in different postures to corresponding features in the reference posture.

• We implement Gazture on Android platforms and conduct extensive experiments. The evaluation results

show that Gazture is applicable to gaze based gesture control in practice.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work of Gazture. Section 3

introduces the details of Gazture design. Section 4 shows the implementation and evaluation results of Gazture.

Section 5 discusses related issues for Gazture. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.
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2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Gaze tracking techniques

Gaze tracking techniques have been widely studied for a long time. Existing works can be classified into two

categories: gaze tracking on desktop computers and gaze tracking on mobile devices. Gaze tracking techniques

on desktop computers usually leverage special hardware with gaze tracking algorithms to estimate gaze positions.

For example, Ohno et al. [18] use CCD camera and IR light sources in their system to enhance contrast between

pupil and iris for fine-grained eye detection. Coutinho et al. [6] use multiple light sources to increase eye detection

accuracy and the gaze tracking accuracy. Companies such as Tobii [2] provide commercial gaze trackers based

on hardware support. There are also some approaches providing cheap gaze tracking solution based on single

camera. Sewell et al. [20] use a HAAR classifier to detect eyes and use a neural network to map the eye image to

gaze position. The average error for their approach is 2.60◦ in horizontal direction and 2.61◦ in vertical direction.

In contrast to approaches on desktop computers, gaze tracking methods on mobile devices mainly focus

on design of gaze tracking algorithms which use images captured by integrated front camera. Miluzzo et al.

introduce EyePhone [10] which divides the screen into nine blocks and detects which block the user is looking at.

Holland et al. presents a gaze tracking system on mobile tablet [12]. They achieve an accuracy of 4.42 ± 0.55◦
and the tracking speed is 0.7 images/second. Wood and Bulling present EyeTab [28] which uses a model-based

method to track the gaze direction. EyeTab uses limbus ellipse fitting method to obtain eye position, and further

calculates gaze direction with a 3D eye model. The acheived accuracy is 6.88 ± 1.80◦ and the tracking speed is

12 images/second. PupilNet [27] uses convolutional neural networks for pupil detection, which is an essential

procedure for gaze tracking. The evaluation shows that PupilNet is able to locate the pupil for a pixel error of

five. Zhang et al. propose Pupil-Canthi-Ratio [31] to track the horizontal gaze direction with an average accuracy

of 3.9◦. The limitation is that Pupil-Canthi-Ratio cannot track the vertical gaze directions. TabletGaze [19] is an

unconstrained appearance-based gaze estimation method. The algorithm extracts multi-histogram of oriented

gradient feature (mHoG) of eye images and uses random forest classifier to estimation gaze positions. The lowest

person-independent tracking error is 3.63◦ according to their evaluation results on a desktop computer. [5] [17]

and [21] present more detailed reviews to the development of gaze tracking techniques. Interested readers can

refer to those literatures.

2.2 Gaze based interaction techniques

Gaze provides an intuitive, hand-free way of interaction. Based on gaze information, interaction techniques

have been widely explored in previous literatures. Valitukaitis and Bulling [24] introduce a gaze based gesture

interaction technique. Their system enables relative coarse-grained gaze tracking that is able to estimate 6

gaze directions rather than fine-grained gaze positions on screen. The achieved gesture recognition rate is 60%

with a tracking speed of 4 fps. Pursuits [25] extracts eye movement information for user interaction. Instead of

tracking the gaze directions, it displays moving objects on the screen and correlates eye movements with those

objects on the interface. Pursuits is designed for remote display control and objects have to move continuously

to be identified. In mobile systems, objects are static in most cases so Pursuits is not feasible on mobile devices.

SideWays [30] is a gaze-based interaction technique designed for remote displays. SideWays can provide coarse-

grained gaze position estimations (left area, center area or right area of the screen) and uses the positions for

controlling. In [13], haptic feedback is proposed to enhance user experience in gaze based gesture control.

Mariakakis et al. introduces SwitchBack [16] that allows mobile device users to resume tasks based on user’s

attention. Compare to our work, SwitchBack only detects the relative gaze direction changes rather than absolute

gaze position, which provide less information. Chen Song et al. present eyeVeri [23], which utilizes user intrinsic

eye moving characteristics to unlock phones. GazeTouchPass [14] combines gaze and touch data for authentication

on mobile devices to resist shoulder-surfing attacks. And iType [15] uses eye gaze for typing private information
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on mobile platforms. VADS [4] proposes a method to detection visual attention on mobile phone. Drewes [8] [7]

also presents gaze tracking technology for mobile phones. A gaze based gesture interaction method is introduced.

In Drewes, a gesture is considered as series of directions. Inspired by Drewes, we adopt a similar gesture design

since it is easy to generate a large number of gestures that can be easily performed by user eyes. However,

Drewes’s work relies on an eye-tracker to track the gaze locations. Thus the system cannot run on current COTS

mobile tablets. Dybdal et al. [9] investigates the feasibility of interaction using eye movement information on

mobile phones. They present the comparison results between two kinds of gaze interaction strategies: dwell time

selections and gaze gestures. It is shown that gestures based interaction is faster and more accurate than dwell

time selection based approach.

3 GAZTURE DESIGN

Gazture is a light-weight, efficient gaze tracking based gesture recognition system that can run on COTS tablets.

We develop a two-layer structure in Gazture: the gaze tracking layer and the gesture recognition layer. The

gaze tracking layer detects user’s gaze positions on a screen. Then, the gesture recognition layer extracts final

gestures from those gaze positions. Next, we will introduce the gaze tracking layer and gesture recognition layer

of Gazture in detail.

3.1 Gaze Tracking Layer

The challenges of gaze tracking on tablets mainly exist in three aspects. The first challenge is to effieicntly

extract eye features while incurring a low overhead on the mobile device. Second, when using tablets, user’s head

movement is unavoidable. The influence of head movement should be handled carefully in the system. Third,

due to different user’s postures, the relative position between the user’s eye and tablets may vary in different

scenarios. It results in significant changes of eye images. In Gazture, the main task in gaze tracking layer is to

estimate gaze positions with an acceptable accuracy while introducing a low processing overhead. Meanwhile,

the gaze tracking algorithm should deal with head movement and posture changes.

Generally, the first step of gaze tracking is to extract meaningful features from camera captured frames. To

guarantee the efficiency in practice, feature extraction is an important step that should be carefully selected. We

evaluate the performance of different classifiers in the feature extraction implementation such as Haar classifier

provided in OpenCV and the eye detection function provided by Snapdragon SDK. The evaluation was conducted

on a Lenovo Tab3 8 Plus tablet. In the evaluation, we place the tablet about 50 cm away from users. We find

that Snapdragon SDK is able to detect eye features in 95.95% of the images, and the average processing speed is

13.11 frame per second (fps). Thus we choose the Snapdragon SDK for feature extraction. In our algorithm, the

pupil, the top and bottom of eyelids, and the left and right eye corners are extracted as eye feature from captured

frames. It should be noted that eye feature extraction method design is not our focus and we mainly use existing

eye feature extraction methods. Meanwhile, other eye feature extraction methods can also be used accordingly to

practical requirements.

To deal with head movements, we design a mapping-based method. Generally, eye features can be impacted by

both eye rotation and head movement. We find that head movement and eye rotation result in different changes

of eye features. Eye rotation mainly results in changes of pupil position, while other features such as eye corners

usually stay stable. In comparison, head movement usually results in changes of all features. Therefore, head

movement and eye rotation can be distinguished by analyzing feature change patterns. Another observation is

that different users exhibit different moving patterns. Some people prefer to rotate eyes, while some prefer to

move their head, and others combine both movements when looking at different screen areas. However, for a

particular user, the moving pattern is usually stable. In our system, we assume that each user has a fixed moving

pattern. When user looks at different screen area with a fixed posture, we can map the gaze positions with the
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Fig. 1. Gaze tracking design

corresponding eye features. Moreover, with prior knowledge of the mapping between eye features and gaze

positions, we can accurately recognize different gaze positions with captured eye features.

Now, we have an initialized mapping between eye features and positions under the initial posture (called

reference posture). To deal with user posture change, we use a transfer function to convert the eye features of

different postures to eye features of reference posture.

Fig 1 shows the overview of gaze tracking design. The gaze tracking method mainly consists of 3 steps: mapping

initialization, mapping transfer and gaze position calculation. The first step mapping initialization is to build the

initial mapping between the eye features and gaze position for the reference posture. In this step, eye features

and gaze positions are collected to set up the initial mapping. We call the eye features in reference posture as

reference eye features. The second step mapping transfer is to build a transfer function between eye features of

current holding posture and those of reference posture. We call the eye features in current posture as active eye

features. The third step gaze position calculation is to calculate final gaze position based on transfer function,

current eye features and initial mapping.

Mapping initialization. In this step, a stimuli randomly appears at different positions on a tablet screen. A user

then tracks the stimuli with gaze in a static posture. Meanwhile, eye features are recorded along with the stimuli

positions. In this step, the collected data of the ith gaze includes three vectors, denoted as Li =< l1,i , l2,i , ... >,
Ri =< r1,i , r2,i , ... > and Gi =< дx,i ,дy,i >. Li and Ri denotes the coordinates of pupil, top and bottom of eyelid,

left and right corners for left eye and right eye. дx,i and дy,i denotes the x and y coordinates of ith gaze. The eye

feature is denoted by a tuple vector Ei =< Li ,Ri >, which is the combination of left and right eye feature.

For a new eye feature ẽ from a captured image, we need to find its corresponding gaze position д̃. We first find

in E the k nearest neighbors N (ẽ,E) = {Ei1 ,Ei2 , . . . ,Eik } by a pre-defined distance function. We then calculate

the corresponding gaze positions from G for {Ei1 ,Ei2 , . . . ,Eik } as {Gi1 ,Gi2 , . . . ,Gik }. Thus the estimated gaze

position can be calculated

д̃ =

∑k
m=1

Gim

‖ẽ−Eim ‖+1∑k
m=1

1
‖ẽ−Eim ‖+1

(1)
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(a) Gesture ’L’ design (b) Gesture ’Z’ design (c) Gesture ’8’ design

Fig. 2. Gaze gesture design examples.

where ‖ · ‖ is a pre-defined distance function. In our implementation, we use the Euclidean distance function.

The mapping initialization is only needed to be performed once for each user.

Mapping transfer. In this step, we construct a transfer function from the active eye features to the ref-

erence eye features. address this issue, assume we have collected gaze informations including eye features

E ′ = {E ′1,E ′2, . . . ,E ′c } and the corresponding gaze positions G ′ = {G ′1,G ′2, . . . ,G ′c }. In practice, those eye features

and gaze positions can be collected explicitly or implicitly while using the tablet. For example, a user often

looks at her touching position when she is using an application on a tablet. Therefore, the gaze coordinates

information can be implicitly collected with little overhead. For each gaze position G ′i , we find the k nearest

neighbors N (G ′i ,G ) = {G j1 ,G j2 , . . . ,G jk } in the initial mapping G. The corresponding eye features for gaze G jm

is Ejm . Then we calculate the weighted average eye features Ẽi (i ∈ [1, c]) corresponding to G ′i as

Ẽi =

∑k
m=1

Ejm
‖G′i−G jm ‖+1∑k

m=1
1

‖G′i−G jm ‖+1
. (2)

When a user’s posture changes, we then construct a transfer function based on Ẽ and E ′. Assume a linear

transfer function between Ẽ and E ′ and the size of the vector Ẽ is 20, we have

S · E ′i +T = Ẽi (3)

where S is the 20×20 diagonal matrix and T is a vector. More specifically, the elements in diagonal matrix

s1, s2, ..., s20 correspond to scale factors and the elements in T = {t1, t2, ..., t20} correspond to shift factors for eye

feature. Therefore, our goal is to find

argS,T min

c∑

i=1

|S · E ′i +T − Ẽi | (4)

where min(v ) is a function to find the minimal value for each dimension of the vector v . In our implementation,

we use the least square method to find the values of S and T . In practice, we find that linear transfer function

used in our approach can achieve a good enough result. It should be noted that our approach can also be applied

to other transfer function such as non-linear function.

Gaze position calculation. In this step, we first transfer the active eye feature based on the obtained transfer

function in Eq. (4) into the reference eye feature. Then we calculate the estimated gaze position from the reference

eye feature based on Eq. (1).
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3.2 Gesture Recognition Layer

3.2.1 Gesture Design. Most traditional gesture design methods on mobile device are position based. For

example, [10, 24] proposes to use gaze positions as gestures. A user looking at different positions on a screen

indicates different gesture information. Further, there are also some gesture designs based on a composition of

positions. In practice, there are three things needed to consider in gesture design. First, the gesture should be easy

to control by human especially human eye since controlling eyes are not as flexible as hands. Good gesture design

can significantly improve user experience. Second, the capacity of gesture should be enough, i.e., the number

of gestures should be enough to support different types of control. Third, the gesture design should be able to

tolerate errors. Usually, those three requirements cannot be satisfied all together. For example, a complicate

gesture may have a high capacity but is difficult to control by human eye and vulnerable to errors. Using location

(e.g., looking at one of the corners) is easy to control but is also vulnerable to gaze position estimation errors,

especially when the relative position between device and user changes.

The gesture design in Gazture is composed of a series of gaze moving direction derived from gaze positions,

inspired by [8]. We choose such a design for three reasons. First, by using a series of directions, we can support a

large number of gestures. Second, the direction of gaze moving is also easy for human to control in comparison

with gazing at a special set of locations. Third, gaze moving direction is tolerant to gaze estimation error.

Currently, in our implementation, Gazture supports 8 different directions: “↑", “↓", “←", “→", “↖", “↗", “↘"

and “↙". Such a design reduces user overhead of performing a gaze based gesture and can easily be extended

to support more gestures by combining different directions. As show in Figure 2, in Gazture, a gesture can be

comprised of a series of directions, like “8", “L" and “Z".

3.2.2 Gesture Recognition. After obtaining the gaze positions, we need to recognize gestures from those gaze

positions. Several difficulties need to be addressed in gesture recognition. First, there exist errors in the estimated

gaze positions. We need to reduce the impact of errors of calculating the direction of gaze moving. Second, for

each direction, the number of gaze positions varies and is unknown in advance. Third, the conjunction of two

directions is also unknown. To address those difficulties, we mainly have two steps in gesture recognition. The

first step is direction calculation and the second step is gesture extraction.

Direction calculation. We design a sliding window based method for direction calculation. In each window,

we find there exist gaze estimation errors and even outliers in practice. Thus, we leverage a robust fitting [3]

method to calculate the slope of the gaze positions in each window, reducing the impact of gaze estimation

errors and outliers. However, calculating slope is not enough to find the direction (i.e., angle) since a slope k
corresponds to two different angles, i.e., arc tank and arc tank + 180◦. To further determine the real angle, we

leverage the trend of absolute x coordinate and y coordinate changes of adjacent gaze positions. If the main trend

of x coordinates is ascending, the angle should be arc tank , and otherwise arc tank + 180◦. Finally, we map the

calculated angle to the nearest predefined direction in gesture. We call directions obtained in this step as sliding

directions. As shown in Figure 3, the sliding directions are calculated from the first sliding windowsw1.

Gesture extraction. As we find from practical data, there may still exist errors in the calculated sliding

directions. Even there is no error in sliding directions, at the conjunction of two directions in the final gesture

(as shown in Figure 3), mixed gaze positions from two directions lead to erroneous sliding directions. To deal

with those errors, we design a second-layer sliding window based approach for gesture extraction. For each

sliding window, we first determine its window direction. Currently, the current window direction is determined

by the most frequent sliding direction and a predefined threshold th. If the frequency of the most frequent sliding

direction exceeds th, the sliding direction will be set as the current window direction. Otherwise, current window

direction is be omitted. Finally, consecutive identical directions are aggregated. On the other hand, if current

window direction is not the same with that in the previous window, we add it as a direction in current gesture.
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Fig. 3. Gaze gesture recognition.

Intuitively, the second-layer sliding window can remove those occasionally occurred sliding direction errors and

reduce the impact of errors at conjunctions.

As an example shown in Figure 3,w1 is the window size in direction calculation andw2 is the window size in

gesture extraction. In our implementation,w1 is set as 8 andw2 is set as 3. Each window ofw1 gaze positions is

first transferred to a direction in the second sliding window. If there is a direction that appears more thanw2 ×
th times in the second sliding window, the second sliding window outputs the direction as a direction in gesture.

Finally, same consecutive directions are aggregated in final gesture.

Algorithm 1 shows the detailed steps for gesture recognition. Line 3 ∼ Line 10 show the main steps for direction

calculation. Line 4 is to calculate the slope of the gaze positions while Line 5 ∼ Line 9 determine the real direction

based on the slope. The window size for direction calculation here isw1. Here for simplicity, we omit the extreme

(rare) case that the slope k does not exist (e.g., all x coordinates are the same). In case kx does not exist, we use

the slope ky calculated from y coordinates. If ky also does not exist, we omit the window. Line 13 ∼ Line 20 show
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the main steps for gesture extraction. Line 15 determines the final window direction based onw2 consecutive

sliding directions. Line 16 ∼ Line 19 show the process of calculate the final gesture directions in the array d .

ALGORITHM 1: Gesture Recognition

Data: n gaze positions < д1,д2, . . . ,дn >
Result: gesture as a series of directions < d1,d2, . . . , dm >

1 assume the directions supported in gestures are D1,D2, . . . ,Dl ;

2 //direction calculation;

3 for i = 1 ∼ n −w1 + 1 do

4 Robust fitting дi ,дi+1, . . . ,дi+w1−1 to obtain the slope k ;

5 < x1,x2, . . . ,xw1 > = x coordinates of дi ,дi+1, . . . , дi+w1−1;
6 Robust fitting < x1,x2, . . . ,xw1 > to obtain the slope kx ;

7 I = kx > 0 ? 0 : 1;

8 θi = arctan(k ) + I · 180◦;
9 ti = argD j (j ∈[1,l ]) min |D j − θi |;

10 end

11 // ti is a sliding window direction;

12 // gesture extraction from t1, t2, . . . , tn−w1+1;

13 c = 0, dc = 0;

14 for i = 1 ∼ n −w1 + 1 −w2 + 1 do

15 D ′i = DetermineDirection(ti , ti+1, . . . , ti+w2−1); //determine the final direction fromw2 consecutive directions;

16 if D ′i � dc then
17 dc+1 = D ′i //add a new direction to the gesture;

18 c = c + 1;

19 end

20 end

4 IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION

4.1 Implementation

We implement Gazture on Lenovo Tab3 8 Plus, which integrates a Qualcomm Snapdragon 625 CPU of 2.0

GHz, 3 GB memory, 8.0-inch screen and runs Android 6.0.1 operating system. The tablet also integrates a 5

megapixels front camera capable of capturing frames at a speed of 30 fps. We use the Snapdragon SDK [1] in our

implementation for eye feature detection. Our implementation can be easily ported to other Android devices

with front camera and Qualcomm processor.

For initial mapping, we display a dot on random position of a screen and let a user to look at the dot. Accord-

ingly, the dot positions are recorded and considered as gaze position. Meanwhile, we detect eye features from

images with function FaceData[] getFaceData(EnumSet<FacialProcessing.FP_DATA> dataSet) provided

by SnapdragonSDK. For mapping transfer, we obtain touch positions in function onTouch(View v, MotionEvent

event) in Android. We assume the user will look at those positions during touching and thus we treat those

touch positions as gaze positions. More specifically, our implementation can support two different modes for

mapping transfer: explicit mapping transfer and implicit mapping transfer. In explicit mapping transfer, a user

needs to touch the dots on the screen. In implicit mapping transfer, touch positions can be collected implicitly at

the background while a user is using other applications. Those two modes of mapping transfer are complementary

to each other, e.g., when data collected in implicit mode is not enough, Gazture can collect data in explicit mode.

For gesture recognition, the window sizew1 is set to 8 while the window size ofw2 is set to 3. And The threshold

th is set as 80%.
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(a) Calibration (b) Gesture performing

Fig. 4. Experiment illustration.

For gesture recognition, our implementation supports two modes: real-time mode and batch mode. In real-time

mode, the eye feature is immediately calculated after an image is captured. Meanwhile, following images are not

used until current eye position calculation is completed. Then the gesture can be recognized as fast as possible. In

batch mode, we first capture all of the images for a gesture, and then process those images to obtain the gesture.

More specifically, real-time model can immediately provide gesture recognition result while batch mode requires

some additional time after a gesture has been performed. On the other hand, since image processing consumes

time, less images will be processed in real-time mode than that in batch mode. Thus batch mode is more accurate

than real-time mode. Therefore, real-time mode may be used for time sensitive applications such as gaming, while

batch mode may be used for accuracy sensitive applications such as unlocking a device. A user can perform a

predefined gesture within a time period, for example, 5 seconds. Since the user is more sensitive to the unlocking

accuracy rather than response time in such scenario, the batch mode is suitable. The real time mode is suitable for

applications that need real time response. For example, when a user uses gaze to control the device, for example,

perform a defined gesture to go back to homepage, the user is more sensitive to the response delay. In such a

scenario, real time mode is a better choice.

4.2 Evaluation

The experiments are conducted in indoor environment with normal fluorescent lamps. We ask volunteers to

participate in our experiment to examine the user diversity. There are 8 volunteers (2 females and 6 males)

participate in our evaluation, among them 3 (all males) wearing glasses. When volunteers finish the experiments,

we collect their feedback and comments on Gazture. We evaluate the performance of Gazture from the following

aspects:

• gaze tracking performance, including gaze tracking accuracy and speed.

• gesture recognition accuracy.

• CPU resource consumption of gesture recognition.

• effectiveness of transfer function.

• practical impacting factors such as the impact of relative distance between user and device, and the influence

of pixel density on gaze tracking accuracy.

4.2.1 Gaze Tracking Performance. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of gaze tracking accuracy.

To ensure consistency for different users, the tablet is supported by a stand and placed on a desk. Each volunteer

is asked to sit about 50 cm away from the tablet, which is a normal distance in daily use.
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(a) Gaze tracking accuracy.
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(b) Gaze tracking speed.
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Fig. 5. Gaze tracking performance evaluation

The experiment consists two steps: calibration and gaze tracking. To facilitate comparison among different

volunteers, we choose the explicit mapping transfer mode during calibration. In calibration step, a stimuli appears

in random positions of the screen and volunteers are asked to track the stimuli with gaze. If eyes are detected

unmoved between two consecutive frames, Gazture will decide that the volunteer has focused on the stimuli,

and then record the position of the stimuli along with current eye features. Then the stimuli moves to another

random position until the entire calibration process is finished. In current implementation, Gazture only needs to

record data of six positions before finishing the calibration step. In the gaze tracking step, volunteers perform

operations similar to those in calibration step: they need to track the stimuli that appears randomly on screen.

For each volunteer, the stimuli will appears 50 times during the experiment and system will record the stimuli’s

position and the estimated gaze position. At the mean time, the system also records the processing time of each

frame. The gaze tracking accuracy can be represented by the Euclidean distance between the stimuli position and

the estimated gaze position. Smaller Euclidean distance means higher accuracy. And the tracking speed is the

reciprocal of the frame processing time.

The evaluation result is shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5a shows the gaze estimation error distribution. The x-axis

represents the cumulative distribution function, and the y-axis represents the gaze estimation error. Figure 5b

shows the tracking speed distribution. The x-axis represents the cumulative distribution function, and the y-axis

represents the tracking frame rate. We can see that the average tracking error is 1.84 cm and the average tracking

speed is 12.54 fps. The result shows that our gaze tracking method achieves good balance between tracking

accuracy and tracking speed.

We also evaluate the tracking accuracy difference between users. Figure 5c shows the evaluation result. The

x-axis represents the 8 volunteers, and the y-axis shows their average gaze estimation error. We can see that the

accuracy performance varies among volunteers. This is mainly because different behavior patterns when looking

at different positions. In our observation, the volunteers can be divided into two parts: eye movement dominated

and head movement dominated. For eye movement dominated volunteers, they prefer to scroll their eyes to look

at different positions. In comparison, head movement dominated volunteers prefer to move their heads to change

gaze direction. Head movement results in larger changes on eye features, which further results in better gaze

estimation accuracy.

4.2.2 Gesture Recognition Performance. The experiment settings are similar to gaze tracking performance

evaluation: the tablet is supported by a stand and volunteers are 50 cm away from the tablet.
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Fig. 6. Gaze tracking performance evaluation

The experiment consists two steps: calibration and gesture recognition. The calibration procedure is the same

as that in gaze tracking evaluation. Then each participant is asked to perform three gestures: "L", "Z" and "8" with

each gesture repeated 10 times. If the gesture is successfully recognized, the system shows a mark on screen to

declare the recognition. We record the gesture recognition result of each attempt and then count the successful

attempts of each user on each gesture.

Figure 6 shows the gesture recognition result. On average, gesture "L" is recognized successfully 8.375 of

every 10 times. Gesture "Z" is recognized successfully 8.625 of every 10 times. Ang the gesture "8" is recognized

successfully 7.75 of every 10 times. Overall, the average gesture recognition accuracy is 82.5%. It shows that

Gazture is able to provide accuracy gesture recognition in daily use.

4.2.3 CPU resource consumption. During the experiment, the CPU resource consumption information is also

collect by runing a linux shell script. As shown in Figure 7, in most cases, the CPU consumption rate is under 10%

and the average CPU consumption is 7.625%. It shows that Gazture consumes limited CPU resource and is thus

capable to run on tablets without adding too much overhead. We also observe that the CPU resource consumption

for one experiment (the third one) exceeds 20%. We find it may be due to that the power level of battery is under

20% at that experiment. Thus the CPU may decrease its processing speed and the CPU consumption increases.

Gazture only incurs a limited CPU consumption dure to several reasons. First, Snapdragon SDK provides

light-weighed eye feature detection methods which consume limited CPU resource. Second, the transfer and

mapping method require only a little computation. Last but not least, Gazture uses a best-effort way to process

captured images. When an image is captured but Gazture is busy processing a former image, Gazture will discard

such an image.

4.2.4 Effectiveness of Transfer Function. Volunteers are asked to perform the experiment under five different

postures. At the beginning, the tablet is placed 50 cm away from the user supported by a stand. The angle between

the tablet and desktop is set to 45◦. This posture is regarded as the reference posture. Then we ask volunteers to

change the posture and repeat the experiment. In the first posture, the tablet is moved 15 cm further away from

user. In the In the second posture, the tablet is moved 15 cm to the right. In the third posture, the angle between

tablet and desktop changes into 60◦. In the fourth posture, it is the combination of the first three posture changes:

the tablet is moved 15 cm further and 15 cm to the right, and the angle between tablet and desktop changes into

60◦. We denote the later four postures as posture 1, posture 2, posture 3 and posture 4, respectively.

In each experiment, a ret dot moves across the tablet screen in a zig-zag way and volunteers are asked to track

the dot. It first appears at the left-top of the screen, and moves to the right of the screen. Then it move down
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The y-axis is the cumulative distribution.

for 50 pixels, and then moves from right to left. It repeats like this until the end of the screen. In our evaluation,

for each step of movement, the dot moves 25 pixels. We collect the dot positions along with corresponding eye

features during the experiments.

For each of the four postures, we randomly select 6 points as calibration points to derive the transfer function.

Then, for each gaze position, we transfer active eye features into reference eye features based on the transfer

function. We then calculate the differences between the transferred eye features with the true eye features.

Figure 8 shows the estimation error distribution. The x-axis shows the average estimation error of the eye

features in pixels. The y-axis is the cumulative distribution. We can see that in all four postures, the transfer

function is able to transfer the eye features into those in reference posture at a median error of about 4 pixels.

Considering the front camera has a resolution of 5 mega pixels, the error of 4 pixels is good enough. The evaluation

shows that our transfer function algorithm is able to transfer eye features effectively. The robust fitting is able to

find appropriate transfer function that introduce small errors. Linear mapping performs well to model the eye

feature changes under different postures.

4.2.5 Impact of Relative Distance between User and Device. To explore the influence of the distance between

user and device, we repeat the gaze tracking and gesture recognition experiment and keep volunteers sit 70 cm

away from the tablet.

Figure 9 shows the gaze tracking performance under different distances. We can see that tracking accuracy

at 50 cm is better than that at 70 cm. When the distance is 50 cm, the average tracking error is 1.84 cm while

the average error is 2.40 cm at 70 cm. The gaze tracking speed is almost the same at different distances. The

average tracking speed is 12.54 fps at 50 cm and 12.31 at 70 cm. The reason is that when user is closer to screen,

the changes of eye features are easier to detect and this further leads to better accuracy.

Figure 10 shows the gesture recognition performance comparison. We observe that the performance of gesture

recognition degrades at a distance of 70 cm. For gesture "L", the average recognition rate decreases from 8.375 to

7.625 of every 10 attempts. for gesture "Z" and "8", the recognition rate decreases from 8.625 to 8.175 and from 7.75

to 6.75, respectively. The reason is due to less accurate gaze estimation at 70 cm. Nevertheless, the performance is

still acceptable, although not as good as that at 50 cm.
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Fig. 9. Gaze Tracking Performance at Different Distances
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Fig. 10. Gesture recognition accuracy

4.2.6 Influence of Pixel Density on Gaze Tracking Accuracy. To explore influence of pixel density on gaze

tracking accuracy, we conduct the gaze tracking accuracy experiment on Lenovo Tab3 8 Plus tablet with an

8-inch screen of 1920×1200 pixels. We then degrade the screen pixels into 1280×800 using our algorithm and

repeat the experiment on the same device.

As shown in Figure 11, the system accuracy is correlated to the screen pixel density. For a higher pixel density,

the accuracy is also higher. The major reason is that with higher pixel density, we can collect more training

samples to build the mapping function. More training samples results in more accurate mapping function, which

further results in more accurate gaze estimation.

4.2.7 Application. Based on Gazture, We design a unlocking application that enables users to unlock tablets.

The user can select a predefined gesture as the unlocking key and then perform the gaze gesture to unlock the

tablet. The user first calibrates Gazture by clicking 6 positions on screen, then a grid appears to identify that the

device is currently locked, as shown in Figure 12. The application draws a red rectangle to show current estimated

gaze position. If the user has finished the gaze gesture and Gazture has recognized it, the grid disappears and the

application unlocks the device.

We invite the volunteers to experience the applicattion and collect their comments and feedbacks. Most of

them say that the gesture recognition is accurate and they are impressed by the gaze tracking accuracy (in
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(a) User looks at top right (b) User looks at bottom left (c) User unlocks the tablet

Fig. 12. Application screenshots. The left figure shows the screenshot when the user looks at the top right of the screen. The

red rectangle at top right shows the estimated gaze position. The middle figure shows the screen shot when the user looks at

the bottom left of the screen. The red rectangle at bottom left shows the estimated gaze position. The right figure shows the

screenshot when the user has unlocked the tablet. The grid disappears to show that the tablet has been unlocked.

the application, the estimation gaze position is shown on screen). They also say that the calibration overhead

is acceptable with 6 clicks. If they notice decrease of gaze tracking accuracy, they will click the screen to re-

calibration the system. Some participants mention that the gesture recognition accuracy increases as they get

familiar with the application. Some participants mention that gesture “L” and “Z” are easier to use than “8”. This

inspires us to design more user-friendly gestures.

5 DISCUSSION

Privacy and practical issues. Gazture relies on the front-camera on tablets. This may introduce some privacy issue

while using Gazture. Currently, Gazture can only be explicitly started by a user. In future, a user can specify the

condition to use Gazture, e.g., in which applications at what time Gazture should start. For example, from some

games Gazture can be enabled to facilitate the gaming control. Meanwhile, Gazture can also be started only for

scenarios that users are not convenient to operate a tablet, e.g., when a user is watching a movie on a tablet while

eating.

Position based and direction based gesture design. Gazture is able to detect gesture while a user naturally gaze at

different positions on a screen. Unlike many existing approaches, we do not require a user keeps his/her head

steady. This is due to the following reasons. First, we use the direction of gaze points to derive the gesture instead
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of the absolute gaze positions. Using position (e.g., looking at the right corner) as a gesture is more vulnerable to

gaze estimation errors, especially when the relative position between device and user changes. Using direction

(and combinations of directions) is more robust to gaze position error. Even when the relative position between

device and user changes, the trend in the gaze position remains similar. Therefore, after calibration with some

simple input, the gesture can be effectively recognized.

Posture changes and re-calibration. The posture change mainly refers to the relative position between user’s

body and the tablet changes. If the head moves but the body position relative to the tablet doesn’t move, the

posture is regarded unchanged. When the posture changes, the calibration process is needed to rebuild the

transfer function. In Gazture, we design the implict calibration mode to reduce such calibration overhead. In

implict calibration mode, when user clicks at a screen, Gazture will record the click position and corresponding

eye features, and then update the corresponding transfer function. Thus when a posture has changed, the transfer

function will be quickly updated after a few clicks. However, if the posture changes continuously, the calibration

may lag behind the user. We would leave this to our future work.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present the design and implementation of Gazture, a gaze based gesture control system on

tablets. Gazture can run on unmodified commercial tablets with a low overhead, and accurately derive gesture

in almost real-time. Gazture provides easy-to-control gesture that is convenient for human to use and can also

tolerate errors in practical usage. We implement Gazture on Lenovo tablet with Android 6.0.1. The evaluation

results on real hardware by different volunteers show the effectiveness of Gazture and its capability to apply to

real applications. Our future work is to further improve the accuracy for gaze tracking and gesture recognition.

Meanwhile, we will also work on providing simple programming interface to facilitate applying Gazture in other

applications. We hope such directions can further improve the applicability of Gazture.
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